INTRODUCTION
Optical radiation in our everyday world consists of natural sources such as the sun, scattered sky light, burning objects, etc. Man-made sources include such things as filament lights, fluorescent lights, arc lamps. etc. These incoherent light sources can produce a variet, of effects when interacting with matter, but rarely can they cause macroscopic damage (large scale irreversible changes in a material). Some of the highest intensity sources are the mercury lamp, which is capable of intensities around 10 4 W/m 2 , and the sun, which upon direct illumination can deliver about 10 3 W/m 2 . These intensities can be further increased by focusing with a lens. A 1-inch diameter diffraction limited, f# = 2 lens can amplify a plane wave source 17 million times at focus. However, these sources are not point sources but extended in space and will not focus to Airy discs. As a result, the limiting concentration is given by (sin 2 0y where 20 is the full angle subtended by the object. 1 The sun, which subtends 20 = 0.54', can be concentrated about 46,000 times. Using nonimaging techniques, the radiation from an extended source can be amplified 56,000 to 80,000 times. For instance, using a combination of lenses and a cone, or mirrors and a cone, these nonimaging techniques can concentrate sunlight to intensities as high as -108 W/m 2 , (or 104 W/cm 2 as is more often reported when dealing with optical damage intensities). Although these intensities seem high, a typical unfocused pulsed laser can deliver 109 W/cm 2 . This increased intensity has made extensive new investigations into the interaction of light with matter possible.
This report provides a brief summary of some of the common optical damage mechanisms which exist in solids and that have been reported in the literature. The type of damage considered here is catastrophic or macroscopic and irreversible. Usually the physical damage is observed as a region of the material that is visually different from the surrounding non-irradiated material. This visual difference may be due to material blow-off, cratering, or splatter on surfaces. It may also be caused by chemical changes, fracturing, or a different recrystallization structure after heating the material beyond the melting point.
Optical damage can generally be divided into two categories: thermal and field induced. In highly absorbing materials for incident pulses from cw to -100 nanoseconds (ns), the dominate mechanism for damage is thermal. 2 In the temporal regime where diffusion is not significant, the important parameter of the radiation is the energy density or fluence, F (J/cm 2 ), which is the integrated beam intensity over the temporal pulse width. In the temporal regime, where the incident pulse width is much larger than the diffusion time of the material, the important parameter is the peak intensity, I (W/cm 2 ). For highly transmitting materials (as well as absorbing materials with incident temporal pulse widths less than 100 ns), field effects are the predominate damage mechanism. In this case, the parameter dominating the damage mechanism is the peak intensity. Figure 1 shows the temporal regions where thermal and field induced damage is most likely to occur for (a) highly transmitting materials, and also for (b) absorbing materials.
Most absorbing materials damage between I to 100 J/cm 2 , and most transmitting materials damage at intensities from 1 to 100 GW/cm 2 . However, transmitting materials may have small absorption centers and absorhirn, materials can form plasmas at high intensities. As a result, one can generally expect damage to occur in any material if the intensity goes above I to 100 GW/cm 2 or the energy density goes above I to 100 J/cm 2 (for pulses shorter than the thermal diffusion time). (a) For highly transmitting materials (a e 10' cm' 1 ) , field effects are the predominate damage mechanism.
(b) For absorbing materials (a = 10 " cm 1 ) , field effects are usually dominant for pulse widths less than 100 nsec and thermal effects usually dominate for pulse widths greater than 100 nsec. In he region where thermal effects dominate, the damage mechanisms change from fluence dependent (Ji/cm 2 ) to intensity dependent (W/cm 2 ), depending on the significance of thermal diffusion.
SECTION II

DAMAGE MEASUREMENTS
Optical damage is easily induced with pulsed lasers. Early studies of laser damage in materials were motivated by damage to laser rods and components. 3 The search for high damage threshold materials was undertaken and continues today. This line of work has proven necessary for the growth and development of lasers as a whole. This effort is still important for laser manufacturers and user groups requiring large energy or high intensity lasers (laser fusion, laser welding, etc). In fact, optical limiters that are designed to protect sensitive optical components and detectors require high darmge thresholds in order to perform adequately. 4 In order to accurately study optical damage to materials, it is extremely important to have a well characterized incident laser beam. The output beam parameters of the lasers used must be well characterized. The temporal and spatial profile, the intensity, the pulse-to-pulse reproducibility, and the frequency must all be known with a high degree of accuracy.
Optical damage values for some typical materials used as optical components are given in the appendices of Laser Damage in Optical Materials, by R. M. Wood, Adam Hilger, Boston, 1986. As those tables indicate, there are often orders of magnitude spread in the reported values and often wide disagreement among researchers as to the value of the damage threshold. Some discrepancies can be attributed to differences in the quality of the irradiated samples. The discrepancies often arise because the researchers report thresholds without considering the effects of all the incident beam parameters listed above. Because of the widely differing measurement techniques used, different values of the damage threshold are reported. If the damage mechanism is not known, all parameters of the incident beam become important and merely measuring the intensity, for example, without regard for the spot size is of no value.
In a typical measurement, a single laser beam is focused on a material sample. The focused spot size is noted and the incident energy, as well as temporal pulse width, is recorded so that both the input fluence and intensity are known. Non-transparent samples are visually inspected witih a microscope after each pulse or exposure to determine if damage occurred. The pulse energy is then incrementally increased and the onset of damage is recorded. Damage thresholds obtained for single pulse exposures may differ significantly from thresholds obtained by repeated exposures incident on the same spot of the sample. In fact, these two thresholds are obtained from completely independent experiments.
Due to the statistical nature of damage, it is useful to go above the damage threshold (to an energy which produces damage 100% of the time), when irradiating different spots with each pulse. In the transition region, counting the number of times damage occurs per total number of shots gives a probability of damage at that energy. Single position damage measurements must be done a number of times to insure that the particular area irradiated is typical of the material sample being measured.
When measuring transparent materials, the radiation focused into the sample is recollected and focused onto a detector. A microscope is positioned so that the focal volume of the material being irradiated can be inspected after each pulse. This visual inspection is made easier by using a low power cw laser beam that is co-aligned with the high power irradiating beam. Any increase in scattering of the cw laser beam is an indication that damage has occurred. In addition, any change in the tansmission of the sample can be an indication of damage. If the transmission of the sample changes (increases or decreases) with an increase in the incident energy, then it is possibe that damage has occurred. If only !he high power pulsed beam is being monitored, the transmission of the sample should be remeasured at low energy levels. If it is not the sar' as before the changes noted at high energies, then some type of damage has occurred, but not necessarily irreversible catastrophic damage. Reversible microscopic changes often occur before irreversible damage. For example, the formation of color centers is often observed in transparent materials before the onset of catastrophic damage. Once these color centers are formed, they can encourage catastrophic damage due to an increase in absorption or stress. It would be advantageous to use these reversible microscopic changes to predict or determine the damage thresholds in a nondestructive manner. There has been some work along these lines 5 , but these approaches are not discussed here.
SECTION III
IDEAL MATERIAL
The ideal solid material for resistance to laser damage wo.uld be a perfectly homogeneous isotropic solid, with perfectly smooth fNt surfaces, and nearly 100% transmission. If this "ideal" material were surrounded by air and irradiated with a norml1y-incident collimated beam, the rear surface sl,ould have a lower damage threshold. Te first surface reflects, r, of the incoming electric field and is out of phase with the incident field E 1 , therefore the amplitude at the first surface is, E = E 1 (l-r). The standing wave reflection at the back surface is in phase; therefore, the amplitude at a half wavelength from the back surface is, E 2 = t Ej(1+r). The ratio of the electric fields is, E 2 /E 1 = 2n/(n+ 1), ai,d the intensity at the back surface is greater than h front surface by this ratio squared. The physical mechanism -sponsible for damage in this ideal material is called dielectric breakdown. Here the material is literally torn apart by the ac electric field. Insulators with iarge bandgaps may damage in the bulk due to dielectric breakdown. This damage mechanism results in the highest damage thresholds possible. The intensity for dielectric breakdown (db) is given by, ldb = (E)OncEdb 2 )/2 where the electric field is the peak ac dielectric breakdown field given in V/m. It has been found experimentally that the breakdown field is insensitive to the frequency from dc out to 694 rim. 6 Very large bandgap insulators can have ldb > 1000 GW/cm 2 as a dielectric breakdown intensity. For comparison, clean air has a breakdown intensity on the order of I to 1000 GW/cm 2 depending on the wavelength (Idb (X I/A) and the spot size (Idb (X I/r02). 7 Moving from the "ideal" material into the realm of real materials, a wide range of "imperfections" can cause a material to damage before dielectric breakdown. In addition, the surface of a solid is more sensitive to damage than the bulk because there are more types of imperfections possible on the surface. Section IV outlines many possible physical damage mechanisms that occur in real solids and the imperfections that bring about optical damage.
SECTION IV
DAMAGE MECHANISMS
AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN
Electron avalanche breakdown can occur in all materials and lead to damage. In many laserhardened transparent materials, this is the mechanism leading to damage; therefore, it is important to investigate this mecharism in more detail than the others. This mechanism is highly nonlinear and very sensitive to the initial spatial and temporal beam profiles. As a result, it is one of the more difficult mechanisms to analyze. It has been the subject of considerable debate in the past and continues to be somewhat controversial. Electron avalanche breakdown can occur in the bulk of the material or on the surface. It involves the generation of a large number of free elecL.ons over a relatively siort time. These electrons form a hot plasma that produce permanent changes to the lattice on a macroscopic scale. Electrons in the conduction band are free to absorb incident photons increasing their kinetic energy. At some point, an energetic electron in the conduction band undergoes an inelastic collision with a valence electron and excites it across the bandgap creating ar. electron-hole pair in the process. Siuce the electron has a much higher mobility than the hole, the hole can be regarded as stationary and cannot cintribute to the generation of the plasma.
Two situations give rise to avalanche breakdown. In the first situation, there are no initial free electrons in the focal volume; in the second situation, there are conduction electrons already present. An estimate of the nurber density of initial conductic.-electrons can be found from the conductivity or by knowing the bandgap energy and the Fermi level. The numoer density is then multiplied by the focal volume to calculate the number of free electrons within the focal volume. In the first situation, an electron can get to the conduction band when irradiated via thermal emission from submicroscopic metal colloids or inclusions, and by tunneling or multiphoton absorption from color centers. These processes are intensity dependent and time is required to form a free electron, unlike the second situation, where electrons are already in the conduction band. Experimentally, thlv, two situations can be distinguished in breakdown experiments. if one observes, as the incident intensity approaches the breakdown field strength, a series of small locally separated damage spots within the focal volume for picosecond pulses, then it is likely there were initially no free electrons. 8 These damaged regions occur where the incoming radiation encountered an easily liberated or initially free e!ectron (for instance, electrons from dopants or defec' sit-es). For longer pulse widths or higher input intensities, these regions will overlap, creating a continuous damage area ;a the focal volume. On the other hand, for materials with large numbers of free electrons, a continuous damage area in the focal volume is observed even for low iW'ut intensities.
Free electrons can be modeled as accelerating under the infue-_e of the incident radiation field until they collide elastically (in some average time) with dhe lattice (see Figure 2) . For large angle scattering, the electron effectively remains at the same speed after the collision but changes its direction. The electron then accelerates in the electric field direction and again collides with the lattice but with a larger velocity than in the first collision. The electron is scattered once more at the new velocity and accelerates as the process is repeated. Eventually, an inelastic collision occur., and an optical phonon is created. The initial electron, having transferred most of its kinetic energy..
is ief! with near-zero velocity. The above process is repeated and the electron again under-oes repeated acccirations from near-zero velocity until another phonon is created. This process will not lead to an a',,anche breakdown, but will result ;r, a steady increase in the lattice temperature. Figure 2 . Depicts the situation for a free electron when the optical field is less than the avalanche threshold electric field (E < Eth). The elcton accelera:es in the optical field until it undergoes an inelastic collision with the lattice creating a phonon which leaves the free electron with little kinetic energy. This process continues; the electron again accelerates in the optical field, and again collides with the lattice. As a result of these collisions, the heated lattice is shown vibrating about its equilibrium position.
If, however, the electron excites an optical phonon on the first collision with the lattice and has k-in(etic erorqv left over, then the e!ectron can continue to gain eneray from the : field. Eventually. the electron will have enough energy to ionize the lattice site and generate a second
E >Eth Figure 3 . Depicts the situation for a free electron when the optical field is greater than the avalanche threshold electric field (E > Eth). An electron with initial velocity Vii undergoes an inelastic collision with the lattice and creates a second free electron with velocity V2f. These two electrons then undergo collisions with the lattice resulting in a total of four electrons. This process continues establishing the onset of avalanche breakdown.
As long as the electrons can repeat this process before recombination or diffusion, the process, (e-+ photons = 2e-+ photons = 4e-+ photons = ... ) is said to have gain and the generated electrons will eventually form a hot plasma (discussed in Section VI). If the number density of conduction band electrons double every tj seconds, then, n c = nco2tp/tI or n c = ncoexp (O(ctp) [11 where n c is the number density of conduction band electrons, nco is the original number density, t p is the incident pulse width, tj is time required to double the density (or the time between ionizations), and %c is 0.69'At I . As can be seen, the conduction band electrons will grow exponentially with time forming a local plasma. The above calculation, however, assumes no losses. Loss mechanisms include the conduction electron recombining or becoming trapped with a hole. Another loss mechanism is diffusion out of the avalanche region. The diffusion distance can be calculated from, (t/3tI) 1 / 2 l coll, where 1 coll is the mean collision distance, and t is the recombination time. Note that all of these losses are negligible for incident pulse widths less than 10 ns.
In order to calculate the incident electric field necessary to generate gain (threshold field), the free electron can be modeled from the force equation as,
where y is related to the collision rate, m is the effective electron mass, and co is the frequency of the incident radiation. The average rate of energy gain from the RMS field can be calculated by finding the power, P = Re(F-vd), where F is the electric field force and vd is the drift velocity calculated from Eq. 2. The total power gain per unit volume is; 6 PG = e 2 E 2 Tknc(t)/m(1+0 2 tk 2 ) [3] where the average time between collisions (time constant) for large-angle scattering is, tk =/m 2.
The total rate of power loss per unit volume to the lattice is,
where (op is the optical phonon frequency, $ is h/2ic, and TL is the time constant for both large-and small-angle scattering. When the power gained from the incident field equals the power loss due to the generation of an optical phonon, the electric field is the threshold field. Any field larger than the threshold field will allow an electron to gain the energy necessary to ionize the lattice. The threshold field is obtained from, PG = PL or
The time constants, tk and TL, are on the order of 10-15 to 10-16 seconds and correspond to the collision frequency of hot (3 -15 eV) electrons with the lattce. 9 For input fields above threshold (E > Et), an electron will experience energy gain with time and reach the energy ( ,, ionization energy) necessary to promote a second electron across the bandgap in a time given by,
[61
Equation [6] is found by integrating dEnergy/dt = (G' -PiO/n, to get Energy oV1 = [PG" P-1tI
where p = P/n,. When the number density of free electrons reaches a value typically achieved in about 20 to 40 generations, the material will melt. 10 Therefore, the initiation time is related to the pulse width for breakdown by a constant, i.e., tp -30t. From Eq. [6] , the breakdown field is seen to depend on the pulse width as E 2 = (tl-1/C + 1)Et2, where C is some constant, and ti -1 -30tp -t , so
Damage is assumed to occur when the lattice temperature reaches the melting point. Actually, the temperature can exceed the melting temperature and the solid becomes superheated. It takes a certain time for the solid to melt and after a site has melted the volume of melted region spreads with velocity v 1 .' 1 The volume of melted region is given by, V = (2vl(tp-tm)) 3 [7] where tp is the pulse width and tm is the time to melt. The velocity v 1 is given by,
where a' is the lattice nearest neighbor distance, f is the Debye frequency, Ha is the enthalpy of melting per unit volume, ND is the nucleation site density, G is the free energy for atomic diffusion, and Tm is the melting temperature. For times less than the relaxation time, the time to melt is given approximately by, tm 2t/VJ 0 [9] wheie Jo is the static nucleation rate per unit volume given by, Jo = NDfexp[-(G+G*)/kT], where G* is the free energy to form a liquid center, and -t is the relaxation rate. The relaxation rate can be written as,
where p. is the chemical potential per unit area across the solid-liquid interface.
The temperature of the irradiated lattice can be calculated from T = fPdt/Cp, where C is the specific heat, p is the density, and P is the power gained by the free electrons from the incident field (Eq. [3] ). For an electric field at threshold, the temperature, T, is given as, 7
where T o is the initial temperature of the lattice, and nc(t) is the number density of electrons in the rnndi!Ction hind A general expreission for nc(t) ir obtained by ;olving the following rate equation.
d(nc(t))/dt = r1(E,t) n c + dnc/dtltunnel + E 2 r/rho) -dnc/dtlossi . [12] In Eq. [ 12] , i(E) is the ionization rate for the cascade process. 8 The second term on the right is the number density created by tunneling. The third term is due to single or multiple-order absorption where r designates the order and P is the appropriate absorption coefficient. The loss terms are due to diffusion of carriers out of the focal volume, recombination, or trapping of the free electrons. The mechanisms which contribute to the number of conduction band electrons are shown schematically in Figure 4 . As pointed out earlier, the losses are not significant in most materials for pulses shorter than approximately 10 ns. If there are free charge carriers already present in the focal volume, and the electric field is at or above threshold, then the first term on the right side of Eq. [ 12] dominates and, n c = nco exp[fTl{E(t)}dt].
[13]
If E is assumed to be constant in time (a square pulse), then the integration of Eq. [13] from time t = 0 to the breakdown time, tb, yields the conduction band electron density, n c = ncoexp(ltb). Substituting this electron density into Eq. [ 11 gives the breakdown time,
The breakdown field is proportional to [l/(exp(ltb)-1)] 1 / 2 . Notice that in the limit where titb is small compared to 1, the relationship of the breakdown field to the time is the same as found before by calculating the time to produce 20 to 40 generations of conduction band electrons. However, the above calculation shows that damage is reached much faster. This is because the temperature was assumed to raise linearly with the number of electrons in the first model; while here, the temperature is assumed to raise exponentially with the number of conduction band electrons. 6 The time from the generation of the second free electron to the melting of the lattice is very short because the ionization rate 1 is usually large. Linear absorption in transmitting materials due to defects or dopants effectively looks the same as the free electron process since the electrons are liberated at low intensity levels. If the focal volume initially contains no free electrons, then the incident field can be substantially above the threshold field and yet breakdown would not occur. A multiphoton, excited state process, or tunneling process could, however, generate free electrons. 12 These electrons could come from the valence band or from dopant or defect sites within the bandgap. Since these processes are intensity dependent, it is expected that, near threshold, the initiation of free electrons would not begin until near the maximum intensity or until the middle of the pulse. As was stated earlier, once the free electron is generated and E > E t then the first term in Eq. [8] for the generation of n c dominates and breakdown occurs. For two photon absorption, Eq. [121 yields r a E 4 t, and substituting this into Eq. [11] yields a breakdown field proportional to (tl/ 3 ) if the ionization rate T is very large. Likewise, if the starting electrons are generated from strictly three photon absorption, then the breakdown field is proportional to tp1 /4 . 
AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN (INSULATORS)
In matenals with large bandgaps (i.e., the probability of free electrons in the focal volume is much less than 1), the avalanche process is best described by a method proposed by Sparks. 1 3 The generation of a free electron and the subsequent absorption of sufficient energy to generate a second electron are analyzed here in more detail. Recall that a free electron can be generated either by tunneling (for long wavelength radiation) or through multi-photon absorption (for NIR to UV). A detailed E vs. k graph of the conduction bands for the particular material of interest is necessary. The conduction band electron is now free to absorb the energy of the incident photon and must also absorb a lattice phonon to conserve momentum if a vertical transition will not conserve energy. Additional phonons are absorbed that carry the electron to any value of k with the same E. From these points, the electron is free to absorb an additional photon. This process continues until the electron has enough energy to promote a second valence electron across the energy gap and the entire process is repeated. The conduction electrons increase at a rate according to Eq. [12] and the initiation time (the time it takes the first electron to promote the second electron), t 1 , is given by Eq. [6] . Free electrons are energized faster in this model because absorption can occur without the generation of phonons. As noted, 3 the breakdown field is not as frequency dependent from dc out to the visible (red) as predicted by Eq. [5]. However, if the collision frequency were higher, then the theory might agree better but the breakdown field is not accurately predicted. The method by Sparks allows the electrons to energize faster, giving a higher collision frequency, and better agreement with the measured breakdown field.
Avalanche breakdown is a probabilistic event since it involves the random collisions of free electrons to generate other free electrons before recombination. When no free electrons are initially present, avalanche breakdown is still a probabilistic event; however, it is now dominated by multi-photon absorption or tunneling. The probability of forming an inclusion or defect also depends on the history of the material. Upon repeated illumination in the same spot, the probability for damage upon the mth shot can be found from Bass's formula, PM = (-IP 1 )m'1P 1 [15] where P 1 is the probability of damage on the first shot and is proportional to P 1 -exp(-k/E), where k is a material constant and E is the incident electric field. 1 4 Perhaps more relevant information is the probability for damage by the mth shot. This is obtained by summing the probabilities given above to obtain, Pdamage = -(1 -P 1 )m [16] It should be pointed out that avalanche breakdown is not the only damage mechanism that is accumulative. Upon repeated illumination, a number of changes can occur-thermo-chemical, migration of dislocations or defects, microscopic defects, or a buildup of particulates on the surface-all of which can be accumulative.
As a result,the probability of damage by the mth shot rises faster than that given by Eq. [161.
However, many materials level off to a near saturation probability after repeated shots. The saturation effect may be due to laser annealing of the surface and defect sites, or to limited microscopic ditmage which appears to become damage resistant to further illumination.
FREE ELECTRON DAMAGE (NON-AVALANCHE)
There are several breakdown processes which may occur that renot "avalanche" processes since the number of conductici electrons does not continually grow until breakdown occurs. Consider the situation of an incident pulse which is above the electron avalanche threshold for a short time and then falls below threshold before sufficient electrons are generated to melt the lattice. The number of conduction electrons will remain nearly constant (until they begin to recombine, but they can still gain energy from the tail end of the pulse. Sufficient energy may be gained to cause melting and, in this case, the breakdown field would be related to the pulse width as tp -1 / 4 (if the absorption coefficient depends on I).1, In fact, if the field produced by the incident pulse always remained below the threshold field, breakdown can still occur when free electrons are encountered, provided enough energy to melt the lattice can be absorbed. Again, the breakdown field would be proportional to tp-'I. It should be noted that these last two processes are not true avalanche processes since the number of conduction electrons does not continually grow until breakdown.
Van Stryland et al. 16 observed that Eb = A/(tp-1/ 4 V) + C for NaCI and SiO 2 at 1.06 pin in the 40 psec to 31 ns pulse width regime, where A and C are empirical material constants and V is the focal volume proportional to r 0 4 A where r 0 is the focal spot radius.
In the avalanche breakdown models discussed above, the effects of rising temperature within the irradiated material prior to melting are not consid,-red. The temperature plays an insignificant role in the dynamics of the breakdown process for wide bandgap materials unless the melting point temperature is reached.
THERMAL RUNAWAY
For narrow bandgap materials (semiconductors), the mobility and the number of electrons across the bandgap can appreciably change as the temperature increases. This, in turn, increases the absorption and further increases the temperature. Within a very short time, the material will melt and damage will occur even though the threshold electric field for avalanche breakdown has not been reached. To describe this process, the absorption coefficient must be divided into two parts: absorption due to bound charges and absorption due to free charges. The absorption due to the free charge is dependent on the conductivity which in turn depends on the number density and the mobility. Both the mobility and number density are a function of temperature. The approximate result is, a(t) = a 0 + alexp[-C/kT(t)] [ 
17]
where a o is the bound charge contribution and tl and C are material constants. 17 The temperature equation can be written as,
[181 where C, is the heat capacity and p is the density. This equation describes the thermal runaway proccss and, as can be seen, is highly nonlinear in temperature. In addition to the rapid change in temperature due to the generation of free carriers, there is also thermal runaway in semiconductors whose bandgap decreases with temperature. As the bandgap decreases,, more charges cross the gap and are able to linearly absorb incident radiation. This also increases the temperature leading to a further decrease in the bandgap, which allows additional free carriers across the gap and so on. ZnSe and ZnS are examples of semiconductors having bandgaps that get smaller as the temperature increases. In addition, the index of refraction increases with intensity for these materials which leads to self-focusing and damage to the bulk (see Nonlinear Effects in Section V).
THERMAL DAMAGE (ABSORPTION)
For a material that is highly absorbing (a = 10-1 to 10 5 cm-1 ) (typical of most detector materials), damage will most likely be due to the localized temperature rising above the melting point at the surface. Bartoli et. al. 2 give an expression for the energy density that produces thermal damage to detector materials. This expression assumes that the incident beams have a Gaussian spatial profile for all pulse widths, a, and allows for radial diffusion at the surface as well as into the bulk of the material as,
where AT is the increase in the surface temperature, p is the density, a is the beam radius at the l/e intensity, a is a square temporal pulse width for the input intensity, K is the thermal diffusivity, CP is the specific heat, and R is the reflectivity. The damage threshold changes from being energydensity (fluence) dependent for short pulses to eventually being intensity (irradiance) dependent at long pulses and out to cw. Figure 5 shows the measured intensity for the onset of damage vs. pulse width for three typical detector materials (taken from Ref.
2). The agreement between theory and experiment is good. The threshold fluence, F = [J/cm 2 ], is labeled for each and is constant for adiabatic pulses (short compared to the diffusion time). For pulses where there is enough time for the incident energy to diffuse away during the pulse, the threshold fluence no longer remains constant. When the pulses are long compared to the diffusion time, energy is removed from the irradiated spot through diffusion and, as shown in Figure 5 , the damage threshold takes on an intensity dependence. In the adiabatic regime, the rise in temperature can be expressed as,
where TRT is room temperature. Since Equation [20] neglects diffusion, it is valid only for temporal pulse widths where a << (Cpp(a/2) 2 )/. The departure from the short pulse width adiabatic regime has a fluence dependent damage threshold which depends approximately on the square root of the pulse width. 2 As the pulse width is increased toward the cw regime, the damage threshold takes on an intensity dependence. o-(sec) Figure 5 . The measured intensity for the onset of laser damage vs. incident pulse width for typical detector materials. This data was collected using 10.6 gm radiation. The deviation from constant fluence, in the pulse width range between 100 pis and 1 ms, is due to the fact that heat is being removed from the irradiated spot through diffusion. This departure from the short pulse width adiabatic regime has a fluence dependent damage threshold which depends approximately on the square root of the pulse width. As the pulse width is increased toward the cw regime, the damage threshold takes on an intensity dependence. Figure 6 shows the measured damage thresholds of rhesus monkey eyes for energy entering a fixed pupil size vs. laser pulse width for visible and infrared radiation. 18 ' 1 9 These damage tbJresholds are compared to the ANSI safety standard (dashed curve) for the human eye. For pulse widths L)Ct,4 ccn 0.1 4.s and 0.1 ins, the eye is particularly vulnerable to daumage. In this pulse width range, the damage depends only on the energy entering the eye; that is, E -10-6 1, or for a I centimeter aperture (pupil size), this translates into a fluence of 10-6 J/cm 2 at the eye. The rise in energy required to produce damage for pulses in the range 1 ns to 0.1 A.s is not completely understood but we suggest that it may be due to the formation of a self-protecting plasma.
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ACOUSTIC DAMAGE
Stresses formed at the surface of a material or within the bulk can lead to damage.2 0 Stresses may be iduccd from a 1ascr sourcc by absorption nd rapid heating, electrostriction, or rapid evaporation. Rapid heating of a localized arei may, in and of itself, not cause damage L, a medium but the sudden expansion of the heated area may cause so much local stress that the material fractures. Intensity dependent pressure gradients caused by electrostriction can lead to fracture. Rapid evaporation (ablation) at a surface due to high absorption ,;an cause a pressure wave to propagate into the material. Thermo-ion,. evaporation at a, inhomogenity within the bulk can impart stress within the material as well. In these instances, damage is not caused by melting or chemical changes. In these cases, acoustic waves damage a localized volume by producing cracks or fractures. Stresses induced locally may damage locally but it is also possible for acoustic waves to travel throughout the medium. These waves can travel to the back surface where tL< may cause damage due to the compression acoustic wave turning into a rarificat'on (tensile) wave upon reflection. One way to distinguish this mechanism from optical mechanisms is to let the radiation be incident on the sample at an angle. Observation of the location 5,f the back surface damage then allows the determination of whether acoustic or optical damage occurs since the two waves will travel at different angles to the back surface within the material. It is also possible for the superposition of waves to enhance the stress on the material. The superposition of rarifcation waves from an absorbing volume converging at the center of the absorber can create high stresses and lead to damage. If a solid contains a liquid, acoustic waves generated in the liquid may dama .ze the solid/liquid interface especially if the focus is in the liquid. This damage mechanism car easily determined by removal of the liquid.
Stresses may cause microcracks. In addition, micro-cracks may already be present in many materials and acoustic waves will increase the size of these cracks. Transverse phonons with shear stresses could elongate the crack while longitudinal phonons with otresses normal to the crack may open it up more. For a highly absorbing material, a plasma may develop at or before the front surface which generates a shock wave that is imparted to the material propagating across the boundary. The shock wave may cause damage at the front surface or upon reflection from a second surface. The pressure at which damage occurs within the material is called the dynamic fracture stress. It is usually larger than the static fracture stress. Estimates of damage in glasw and quartz indicate that the dynamic fracture stress is about 2x10 9 dyn/cm 2 for a pulse width of I ts. This value rises an order of magnitude for pulses of about 1 ms. For comparison, 1 atmosphere is 106 dyr/cm 2 .
The pressure induced by rapid heating due to absorption can be calculated assuming a square temporal pulse. 2 1 This pulse is subdivided into n parts or t/n time segments. The average temperature at the surface of the absorber after n pulses is,
where F is the fluence (J/cm 2 ), R is the reflectivity, Tn is the temperature at n pulses, and S-t is the radiation penetration depth after n-I pulses (1/N-. 1 ). Using the energy equation En-E 0 = Cv(Tn-To) and the Mie-Gruneisen equation of state, pn-po = Gp(En-E 0 ), where G is the Gruneisen ratio and E is the energy density per unit mass, the pressure relation is,
The cx's are temperature dependent and in general decrease as the temperature increases in metals. For example, for radiation at 10 pi wavelength and an intensity of 10 9 W/cm 2 in a 10 ns pulse, the pressure for copper is p, = 212 x 109 dyn/cm 2 , and for aluminum, Pn = 121 x 109 dyn/cm 2 . Before the pressure gets this high, it is likely the intensity will be reduced by plasma absorption and reflection. For nanosecond pulses, the pressure is experimentally found to increase linearly with incident tluences up to about 10 J/cm 2 and the peak pressure for most metals is between 10 to 20 x 109 dyn/cm 2 . This is an order of magnitude smaller than the predicted values above.
Electrostriction causes stress in transparent materials. The physical mechanism is the distortion of the lattice due to the presence of a strong electric field. Although the incident radiation is an electric field oscillating at high frequency, the lattice sees the average field in time. The electrostrictive pressure is given by, 22 p = (pE 2 /2)(dE./dp) [23] which is about 0.33 atmospheres (0.33 x 106 dyn/cM 2 ) for I = 199 W/cm 2 and pdc/dp about 1. This is small compared to the pressures caused by absorption heating and appears to be too small to fracture the material. Much higher electrostrictive pressures can result when the intensity is increased as under self-focusing conditions, for example. In fact, electrostriction is the most likely mechanism for self-focusing of Q-switched ns pulses.23
PHOTOCHEMICAL DAMAGE
Some materials may change chemically before melting or fracturing occurs. The heat or absorbed photon energy provided by the laser can increase chemical reactions so that a significant portion of the irradiated surface area changes chemically during illumination. In addition, photodissociation (breaking of molecular bonds) is possible. Most single bonds can be broken with UV radiation at 280 nm. Most single and double bonds can be broken with radiation at 190 nm. A pulsed argon fluoride excimer laser operates at 193 nm and can be used as a prLcision scalpel, ablating irradiated tissue while not affecting surrounding unirradiated tissue.
SECTION V
MATERIAL DAMAGE
Sections V and VI deal with the problems associated with optical imperfections in highly transparent or "optical materials" such as impurities, irreg-alaritics, cracks, or other flaws both on the surface and in the bulk.
SURFACE DAMAGE
The surface is the most susceptible region of a transmitting material to optical damage. Special care must go into producing surfaces which are resistant to high energy laser damage. Any surface irregularities will cause an increase in the surface charge density and hence the local electric field. Surface flatness is not as critical as the condition that the surface be free of all sharp discontinuities. Bloembergen 7 has calcul. ted that the electric field enhancement due to a crack at the surface is, Esurfac e " n 2 Eil, where n is the index of refraction of the medium containing the crack and Ein is the incident electric field. If n is about 3.2, the intensity (which is proportional to E 2 ) at the surface can be enhanced by a factor of 100. S'ice it is necessary to have smooth surface features, polishing must be done to high tolerai es. Care must be taken to prevent polishing material from being imbedded into the surface. As pointed out carlie, these particulates may absorb incoming laser radiation which results in localized surface strain and subsequent damage. Cutting and machining the surface can cause a strain layer up to 10 im thick. This thin layer may be in a different phase than the bulk and possess a lowerdamage threshold. Various forms of directed energy 24 have been used to remove a thin (up to 10 jin) surface layer after polishing to improve the laser damage threshold. Mechano-polishing and etching techniques are comrnorly used to prepare surfaces, but these techniques will not improve -material which possesses low angle grain boundaries and/or grains of soluble material.
Clean surfaces are essential becau.,e contaminates can be absorbing or have a low vapor pressure. Surfaces can be contaminated with dust, organic debris, or water amongst other things. In most cases, drying, heating, or washing is sufficient to remove surface contaminants. Materials with low vapor pressure pose a serious problem because the air in front of the surface can breakdown prematurely (i. e., before clean air) and this breakdown causes damage to the surface at lower thresholds. Absorption by a thin surface contaminate layer often occurs with far in.rared optics. This thin laYer can heat up and cause the bulk material to melt or fracture.
For thin films or thin materials that are well insulated or free standing, heat will primarily be conducted away laterally from the center resulting in a damaged sp,t which is larger than the input beam spot size. Optical coatings deposited on highly polished transparent materials can often be the cause of lower damage thresholds. For example, dielectric coatings are subject to defects and possibly strain resulting from the thermal mismatch of layers. Evaporation techniques such as RF sputtering, plasma deposition, and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) can be used to producc uniform, defect-free coatings. Single crystal MBE films are capable of yielding very high quality films. In those cases where defects art widely scattered over the sunace of a materi'l, it is sometimes possible to achieve a ,higher damage threshold by using a smaller beam spot-size.
OBSERVING SURFACE DAMAGE
Surface damage can be observed directly under the microscope. Because of the rapid cooling that usualiy taKes place, tht damaged area has irreversibly changed and the entropy in this area has increased. Single crystals may freeze into polycrystalline forms or become amorphous 2 '
Amorphous materials may freeze into polycrystalline or single crystal forms. Norequilibrium phases can be frozen in by rapid cooling. Th-stress of rapid heating and cooling causes dislocations to move radially away from the center of focal area. Chemical changes can occur on the surface so that even if the surface recrystallizes into the surrounding surfacc morphology, it can still be different chemically. This is often easily seen as the damaged area appears darker or lighter than the surrounding medium.2
The dynamics of surface damage depend on the material and can be monitored by imaging the reflected radiation. The reflectivity at normal incidence is,
where n is the real index of refraction and K is the imaginar index of refraction associated with absorption. Both n and K depend on the wavelength, X., temperature, T, and the time, t. Slight changes in the reflectivity can be observcd when--free charges are generated, -saturation occurs, -nonlinear effects occur, --chemical changes occur, and --the temperature changes.
However, a large characteristic change in reflectivity will always accompany melting. For metals with hijn conductivites, the melted region cannot propagate far into the bulk of the material. Vaporization, if it occurs at all, is limited for intensities below 10 5 W!'cm 2 fcr 10.6 ptm radiation and occurs around the boiling point temperature so that the process is not explosive. Most of the radiation is absorbed within ar-1 of the surface where the material is in a vapor phase surrounded by a molten layer. For intensities between W and 10 7 W/cm 2 at 10.6 pm radiation, the surface of a metal will boil and may result in molten droplets being ejected. The explosive ejection of material, which leaves craters on the surface, occurs whe . KCoLIC, is small, where K is the thermal conductivity. 19
In addition to the above phenomena, a periodic ripple pattern often accoiapanies surface damage. 27 It is usually observed when the intensity is near the threshold for damage. The ripple grating direction, for ,iormally incident radiation, is in the direction of the dominant electric field polarization. The ripple period is equal to the incident wavelength. For p-polarization, incident off normal, the ripple period varies as, VJ(l + sincp) where (p is the deviation from the normal to the surface. Ripples are observed for both p-and s-polarized light, but at lower intensities for the ppolarization. Ripple damage is strongly inhibited for circularly polarized light; however, at very high intensities, circularly polarized light will produce a ripple pattern which has rawdomly oriented gratings. The origin of ripple patterns is closely related to Wood's anomaly. It is believed that a series of scattered waves from surface anomalies interfere with the incident beam. Since some of the scattered wave running along the surface actually penetrates the surface, energy can be coupled out of the incident beam, across the surface, and into the bulk. The grating that allows this surface scattered wave will be reinforced as the periodically varying energy flux changes the surfalce !,uh some damage mechanism.
BULK DAMAGE
Inclusions within the bulk can be the source of nucleation centers for optical damage. These localized inhomogeneities may be voids in the lattice, metal or metal-oxide particles, misoriented crystallites, or diclectric-imbedded particles. In some cases, these inclusions may be formed from the incident radiation. Charge carriers and a variety of atomic defects can be produced with varying degrees of mobility. These products may recombine, combine to form new defects or charged states, or become associated with impurities, dislocations, and other defects. Absorption by the inclusion can create a stress fracture. Extreme local heating and the accompanying mismatch of thermal expansion between the inclusion and the surrounding material causes irreversible strain. Damage may also occur when the material surrounding the inclusion melts. It can be determined if the damage was caused by inclusions if, when viewed through a microscope, the damaged spot is observed to be located outside the focal volume. Damage caused by stress depends on the inclusion size. For visible and near infrared radiation, the intensity to produce damage is inversely proportional to the inclusion size for small inclusions (0. .a). For intermediate size inclusions (I pm), absorption occurs only within the inclusion and the expansion of the inclusion causes damage. In this case, the energy density to cause damage is proportional to the inclusion size. For large inclusions (>9 im), only the surface of the inclusion expands. The energy density required to produce a stress fracture is proportional to the square root of the pulse width. Thermal damage caused by inclusions can be found from the following formula, 25 Fc = 4tTCalht1/Q(1-(7tDht1)1/ 2 ) [25] where t I is the pulse width, a is the inclusion size, F, is the energy density at which damage occurs, ich is the thermal conductivity of the host, Dh is the thermal diffusivity of the host, T, is the critical temperature, and Q is the absorption cross section. Often, the damage associated with the inclusion extends beyond the inclusion diameter.
As pointed out in Section IV, any free electrons within the bulk can lead to damage by way of avalanche breakdown, thermal breakdown, or thermal runaway. Free electrons are rare in good insulators; however, the probability of encountering free electrons increases as the spot size within the bulk is enlarged. Impurities or defects (as shallow traps) within insulators also may yield free electrons more readily. Even a good optical quality crystal can have numerous such sites for free electron generation. For example, F-center concentrations as large as 1012 are difficult to detect by conventional absorption spectroscopy in alkali-halide samples. 6 Thermal-ionic emission from microscopic inclusions is another possible source of free electrons. If free electrons are not initially present in the irradiated volume, they can get to the conduction band by tunnelling or by multiphoton absorption. This can also happen at susceptible sites as described above. These effects can be sorted out since they require high intensity and the initiation of damage is likely to occur near the peak of the incident pulse. In addition, damage is likely to occur within the focal volume or the most intense portion of the beam.
Organic materials have been reported with very large damage thresholds. Garito reports 2 9 that diacety!enc polymer crystals have a damage threshold of I GW/cm 2 (25 ns) and F1yxanis 3
reported PTS polydiacetylene to have a threshold of 10 GW/cm 2 (picosecond pulses). The exact damage mcchanism (or scquence of events leading to damage) is inconclusive for PMMA.1 For example, single-shot damage is either caused by inclusions or by microstructure defects, and multiple-shot damage is related to the viscoelastic properties of the material. 3 2 Typically, polymer materials sustain multiple-shot damage in the bulk due to carbonizing (soot products formed from polymer breakdown) in areas of microdamage (<10 nim). Exactly in the pulse sequence when the carbonization takes place is the subject of debate. 33 , 34 However, once these spots develop, they absorb more radiation and grow until melting or cracking occurs.
NONLINEAR EFFECTS
In transparent materials, optical nonlinearities play an important role in the creation, dynamics, and understanding of optical damage. Self-focusing is possible in any material with a positive nonlinear index of refraction (n 2 > 0). The nonlinear index is defined as, An = n 2 1E2/2. When the incident 2 reaches some critical level, the beam collapses on itself resulting in a dramatic increase in the local intensity. If the material is "optically thick" (i.e., the thickness is greater than the Rayleigh range, z 0 = 0rr 0 2 nAk, where r 0 is the beam radius), then beam collapse can occur within the material and the high intensities generated by the decreasing spot size will cause the generation of free carriers and a plasma. The second critical power (Pr = 3.77 cEOX 2 /8nm 2 in mks units and n 2 is in esu units) gives the correct threshold power for Gaussian beams. 3 5 The effects of selffocusing on laser-induced breakdown were studied in fused quartz and NaCI by Williams et. al. 36 They determined for both materials that self-focusing dominates the damage breakdown process when the power approached the second critical power, Pr The most likely mechanism for the nonlinear index in these materials for ns excitation is electrostriction.
Irradiating a material at an incident power greater than critical power for self-focusing does not always guarantee that self-focusing will occur. For example, the generation of free carriers reduces the irdex of refraction with intensity. 3 7 Generally, the free carrier contribution or Drude contribution to the index of refraction is negative and serves to defocus the beam. In other words, if the Drude contribution to n 2 becomes dominant, then the extremely high intensities associated with self-focusing may not occur. However, it can be argued that, in most cases, the selfdefocusing caused by the generation of free carriers occurs after the plasma temperature is above the melting temperature.
Another nonlinear optical phenomena often associated with damage is stimulated Brillioun scattering (SBS) 38 which is due to the scattering of radiation from self-generated pressure waves. SBS occurs above some critical threshold intensity and the acoustic pressure waves created by the incident pump light may become intense enough to cause damage within the material.
SECTION VI
PLASMAS
Plasmas are often created on the surface or in the bulk of a solid by optical radiation 3 9 and are typically characterized by a plasma frequency. For plasmas in solids, the dielectric constant can be written as, 4 where op is the plasma frequency given by, oO 2 plasma = nce 2 / W, n c is the free electron density, and Lb is the background lattice dielectric constant which is a function of n c .
Wheno ) = c, s(c) = 0, and since D = eE = E + P, then FOE = -P. This shows that the electron gas field tries to cancel out the incident field creating a longitudinal oscillation. If the irradiating beam is generating free electrons, the electron number increases and the plasma frequency can become greater than the incident frequency. Since e/lo = n 2 , and e becomes negative when lop2/0,) 2 = nb 2 , the index of refraction becomes purely imaginary, n = iK, and the electron gas can no longer support a propagating wave, i.e., exp(ikonz) -exp(-koKz). Instead, the radiation is reflected and the plasma density is maintained at %--nbo in the steady state.
As discussed earlier in Section IV, a plasma is formed when free electrons are accelerated under the influence of a radiation field and participate in inelastic ionizing collisions with the lattice. As the number density of ions increases, the absorption is increased due to the extra free ion absorption. When the absorption coefficient gets to be on the order of the confoeal beam length, rapid heating occurs in the focal region. The material locally melts. forms a plasma and, as time goes on, becomes almost completely ionized. The temperature within the plasma is fairly uniform as the electron diffusion length is on the order of the plasma size. Some energy is lost in blackbody radiation but the amount lost is small compared to the incident energy. Energy that goes into producing the plasma and energy which interacts with the plasma serves to reduce the incoming radiation (usually from the peak intensity and after). This limits the production of free electrons and the transmission through the material. Of course, if the plasma frequency is reached, this dramatically limits the transmitted radiation and freezes the production of electrons.
The high temperature associated with the production of free electrons in the avalanche process creates a high pressure within the focal region and the plasma rapidly expands. Thermal energy goes into the kinetic energy of radial expansion. The radial expansion may be accompanied by a decrease in ion density which depends on the degree of ionization with temperature and time. Any decrease in the plasma density reduces the absorption and concomitantly reduces the temperature. Transmission is again restored and the plasma will lose energy predominantly through bremsstrahlung. The plasma can be formed on the picosecond time scale (> 6 psec) once a free electron is generated. 41 ' , I However, for picosecond pulses, the plasma density is significantly reduced and the material will begin to transmit again before the pulse is over. This is not the case for nanosecond and longer pulses where the longer term high plasma density effectively limits the transmission of the input beam. Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of the transmitted intensity for the two time regimes. As mentioned earlier, the breakdown threshold for air can be lower than some materials. This may serve to protect the material from damage in some cases. If the plasma is in air near a surface, blowoff material from the surface will create free charges, vapor, and aerosols that break the air down at even lower intensities thus providing some protection to the surface from the remaining radiation. 42 However, for repeated irradiation, charges build up on the surface and damage occurs. Surface melting may occur when the heat generated by a nearby plasma conducts onto the surface. A lowering of the damage threshold can occur when short wavelength radiation generated by the air plasma is strongly absorbed by the surface. This effect is known as enhanced coupling and has been observed for pulsed as well as cw radiation. 43 Once a plasma is generated, it fills the focal volume of the laser beam and may even extend beyond it. The plasma will propagate back toward the source because the intensity of the beam will be higher in that direction than in the forward direction. The temperature of the plasma can be very high (tens of thousands of degrees Kelvin). The shock wave associated with a rapidly expanding plasma can produce damage to the surrounding medium. This shock wave is, in fact, easily detected with a transducer and can give a better indication of breakdown than the visible flash of the plasma.44
SECTION VII
HOW TO AVOID DAMAGE
Accurate damage measurements are extremely important because damage thresholds for specific optical components often set the upper bound for the radiation levels that many sophisticated optical systems (both imaging and non-imaging) can withstand. Implementing ways to raise the damage threshold of these systems requires an understanding of the damage mechanisms. We have revieweu these mechanisms in the preceding sections.
We now propose a brief summary of methods or techniques to increase the damage threshold of materials by simply avoiding conditions which make the possibility of damage more likely to occur. All optical components exposed to high radiation levels must have well cleaned surfaces. The surfaces should be smooth and crack-free. No polishing material should be imbedded within the surface and there should be no strain on the surface layer. The material should be defect-and inclusion-free with a minimum of grain boundaries. The lattice of any crystalline components should be as closely packed as possible to discourage impurities. By rapidly cooling some materials, it was possible to inhibit precipitation of clusters of impurities which act to lower the damage threshold. 4 5 If possible and the system or application permits, the incident radiation should be circularly polarized. The material of choice should have the widest bandgap and the highest melting point temperature of the materials available. The change in index of refraction of all surface coatings should be minimized. All optical coatings should have the same thermal expansion coefficients as the bulk material. The focal volume should be made small to minimize the possibility of encountering a free electron in insulators. If possible, irradiation should not occur repeatedly in one spot. All components should be able to efficiently conduct heat away. For instance, diamond-coated optics have a higher damage threshold because of the large thermal conductivity of diamond. The material should be as thick as possible when focusing within the bulk of the material. In addition to all of the above, the material should have a negative nonlinear index of refraction to discourage self-focusing, unless the material is thinner than the Rayleigh range. It is not possible to follow all of these suggestions simultaneously as many involve tradeoffs in performance, cost, complexity, and implementation issues. However, higher damage thresholds can certainly be achieved if these trade-offs are made wisely.
SECTION VIII
SUMMARY
In summary, we have reviewed optical damage mechanisms and have discussed ways to isolate and determine the thresholds for damage. We have indicated that optical damage can arise from many possible physical mechanisms and that each has a characteristic behavior which can be used to identify it. The required optical measurements to accomplish this task need to be performed with care a'd, in all cases, the incident beam must be well characterized.
The properties of an "ideal" material are contrasted with those of a real material and the damage mechanisms associated with real materials are reviewed. Included in the review are:
* avalanche breakdown, 0 avalanche breakdown in insulators, * thermal breakdown, 0 thermal runaway, 0 thermal damage due to absorption, and * acoustic damage.
Issues associated with obtaining good transparent optical materials are addressed with emphasis placed on reducing surface and bulk damage. The effects of nonlinear interactions and the role of plasma formation in the damage process are reviewed. Finally, a few possibilities for reducing the probability of optical damage are suggested.
